
 
 
 

 
 

BEFORE GROUP 
 

BOTTOM LINE 
When you can’t see the bigger picture, trust that God is 
working for your good. 
 

SCRIPTURE 
While they were in prison, Pharaoh’s cup-bearer and 
baker each had a dream one night, and each dream had 
its own meaning. When Joseph saw them the next 
morning, he noticed that they both looked upset. “Why do 
you look so worried today?” he asked them. And they 
replied, “We both had dreams last night, but no one can 
tell us what they mean” (Genesis 40:5-8a NLT).   
  

Pharaoh’s birthday came three days later, and he 
prepared a banquet for all his officials and staff. He 
summoned his chief cup-bearer and chief baker to join 
the other officials.  He then restored the chief cup-bearer 
to his former position, so he could again hand Pharaoh 
his cup. But Pharaoh impaled the chief baker, just as 
Joseph had predicted when he interpreted his 
dream. Pharaoh’s chief cup-bearer, however, forgot all 
about Joseph, never giving him another 
thought (Genesis 40:20-23 NLT).  
  

Then Pharaoh said to Joseph, “Since God has revealed 
the meaning of the dreams to you, clearly no one else is 
as intelligent or wise as you are. You will be in charge of 
my court, and all my people will take orders from you.  
 
 

 
Only I, sitting on my throne, will have a rank higher than 
yours” (Genesis 41:39-40 NLT).   
 

GOAL OF SMALL GROUP 
To point students toward understanding what it means to 
trust God and believe He is working for their good. 
 

THINK ABOUT THIS 
Trusting God, believing He is working for our good, and 
understanding what it means for Him to use bad things 
for good are all big, abstract concepts of faith that may 
be hard for your few to digest. Because of that, your 
students may need a lot of examples to help make this 
conversation concrete! Don’t be afraid to give some 
examples of how you’ve seen God work for good or ways 
in which you work on trusting Him in your own life (just 
make sure they’re age appropriate!). Sharing will not only 
help them understand these concepts a little more 
concretely, but it will also help them feel more 
comfortable giving their own responses. Just be sure to 
make note of any student who might open up about a 
difficult circumstance currently going on in their life. You’ll 
want to take the time to follow-up outside of Small Group 
with those who need it! 
 
This guide is a suggestion, not a formula. Adjust the 
questions and activities as needed, and don’t feel like 
you need to do, or ask, everything you see here. 

 
 

DURING GROUP 
ICE BREAKER 
What’s one thing you’ve had to learn or study at school that makes you ask, “What’s the point?” 
 
DISCUSS THIS 
Transition: I think we all know what it feels like to wonder what the point is when we have to do something or go through 
something we don’t like! 

1. What’s one example of a difficult circumstance a middle schooler might go through?  
2. On a scale of 1-10, how difficult is it for you to trust God when you’re dealing with difficult circumstances? (1 

being really easy and 10 being really difficult) 
3. Do you think God can use someone’s difficult circumstances for good? Why or why not? 
4. What’s one way you’ve seen God use someone’s difficult circumstances for good?  
5. This week, what’s one way you can trust God, even if you don’t understand the circumstance you’re in or what 

He may be doing in the middle of it?   
 

DO THIS (EXPERIENCE) 
For the fourth week of this series, you’ll continue to help your middle schoolers create a piece of their “Big Picture” 
puzzle. Pass out the provided worksheet to each of your students, ask them to fill it out during group, and then collect 
the sheets before they leave. Be sure to keep the papers organized and in a safe place as students will assemble all of 
their sheets to reveal a puzzle in Week 5 of this series.  
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